Evangelical
Alliance
was
formed in the belly of the
beast
The One World Religion, ECUMENICAL Movement, owes its creation
to the Evangelical Alliance, formed in the Lucifer loving
“Light-Bringer” Freemason’s Hall in London during August 1846.
“Our name indicates our weakness and our shame before God, for
there can be and there is finally only one Church of Christ on
earth. Our plurality is a deep anomaly. But our name indicates
also that we are aware of that situation, that we do not
accept it passively, THAT WE WOULD MOVE FORWARD TOWARDS THE
MANIFESTATION OF THE ONE HOLY CHURCH” (The Genesis and
Formation of the World Council of Churches, p. 66).
This supposed “one holy church,” this longed for world church,
is a figment of a heretical imagination. The Bible does not
tell us that there should be a world church. Quite the
opposite. The Bible repeatedly warns that “Christendom” will
become increasingly apostate as the time of Christ’s return
draws near, and true Bible churches are commanded to remain
separate from this wickedness. God is not fulfilling the Great
Commission through a church, singular, but through churchES,
plural. http://www.wayoflife.org/database/wcc.html

33rd Degree Freemason Albert Pike, author of “Morals

and Dogma of the Ancient and Acceptable Scottish Rite
of FREEMASONRY”
Look up page 321 or Lucifer, Baal, Satan, etc. in the index of
the book. The Freemasons worship Lucifer the Light-Bringer.
Period. The higher up you go, the more “knowledge” you will
receive.
su_permalink]http://www.scribd.com/doc/150733192/Moral-And-Dog
ma-albert-Pike-pdf[/su_permalink]

“The Protocols of
Elders of Zion”

the Learned

Read them all and see that it is those who are at the TOP of
EVERY religion and organization who seek to brink Lucifer to
power. http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion1.htm

The
3
World
Wars
Freemasonry
Forecast
Albert Pike

of
by

“Very few outsiders know about the intimate plans of Albert
Pike and the architects of the New World Order.
In the 19th
Century Albert Pike established a framework for bringing about
the One World Order.
Based on a vision revealed to him,
Albert Pike wrote a blueprint of events that would play
themselves out in the 20th century, with even more of these
events yet to come. It is this blueprint which we believe
unseen leaders are following today, knowingly or not, to
engineer
the
planned
Third
and
Final
World
War.”http://www.zengardner.com/3-world-wars-freemasonry-foreca
st-albert-pike/

Money is the God of our Time
& Rothschild is the Prophet
From “The Transfer Agreement” to “Balfour Declaration”
everything was based on letter Gen. Albert Pike wrote
to Giuseppe Mazzini Aug. 15 1871.
This letter
remained on display at British Museum Library until
Baron Rothschild became director. For some reason the
letter disappeared.

Is this “the beginning of Jacob’s
Trouble?” Rothschild is one of the 13
Illuminati Bloodlines but few know the
history of their involvement in the
creation of the present state of Israel
or the sinister motives in their
worldwide empire. Follow “the trail of
the serpent” known as the Tribe of Dan.
The Israel Supreme Court is the creation of one elite family:
the Rothschilds. In their negotiations with Israel, they’ve
agreed to donate the building under three conditions: the
Rothschilds were to choose the plot of land, they would use
their own architect and no one would ever know the price of
its construction. The reasons for those conditions are quite
evident: the Supreme Court building is a Temple of Masonic
Mystery Religion and is built by the elite, for the
elite.http://vigilantcitizen.com/sinistersites/sinister-sitesisrael-supreme-court/

Revelation 7:4-8
1599 Geneva Bible (GNV)

4

And I heard the number of them,

which were sealed, and there were sealed [a]an hundred and four
and forty thousand of all the tribes of the children of
Israel.http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+
7%3A4-8&version=GNV

Revelation 3:9
1599 Geneva Bible (GNV)
9

Behold, I will make them [a]of the Synagogue of Satan, which
call themselves Jews, and are not, but do lie: behold, I say,
I will make them that they shall come

[b]

and worship before thy

feet,
and
shall
know
that
I
have
loved
theehttp://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+3%3
A9&version=GNV

Revelation 14:1
1599 Geneva Bible (GNV)
1

Then I looked, and lo, a Lamb

him an

[b]

[a]

stood on mount Zion, and with

hundred forty and four thousand, having his Father’s

[c]

Name
written
in
their
foreheads.
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+14%3A1&
version=GNV

Israel’s Emblems – Then and Now
THE TRIBE OF DAN
Dan was the fifth son of Jacob and the firstborn of Bilhah
(Rachel’s maid). It can be reasoned from several sources that
Dan adopted four, possibly five, tribal emblems.
http://www.cai.org/files/theme-sheets/en/ni2/si2010au.pdf

“EXPLORING OUR AWESOME BIBLE”

by Mario Seiglie N° 54 12-02-2006

JUDGES 17-21 DAN’S OTHER TERRITORY; BATTLE WITH BENJAMITES

“Then, the five men return to their land and muster up a force
of 600 men to invade that territory. On their way north, they
visit Micah and entice the Levite to become their priest. They
also steal the costly idols in the shrine. They then conquer
this Canaanite bastion and bring many of their Danite
relatives to settle down. From now on the tribe of Dan would
be situated in two places. As was characteristic of the tribe
of Dan, they changed the name of the place to Dan—and it is no
coincidence.
We read in Mr. Herbert Armstrong’s The United States and
Britain in Prophecy, “In Genesis 49:17, Jacob, foretelling
what should befall each of the tribes, says: ‘Dan shall be a
serpent by the way.’ [J.P. Green’s Literal Translation of the
Bible] says the original Hebrew is: ‘Dan shall be a serpent’s
trail.’ It is a significant fact that the tribe of Dan, one of
the Ten Tribes, named every place they went after their father
Dan.
“The tribe of Dan originally occupied a strip of coast country
on the Mediterranean, west of Jerusalem. ‘And the coast of the
children of Dan,’ we read in Joshua 19:47, ‘went out too
little for them: therefore the children of Dan went up to
fight against Leshem, and took it…and called Leshem, Dan,
after the name of Dan their father. “In Judges 18:11-12, it is
recorded that Danites took Kirjath-jearim, and ‘called that
place Mananeh-Dan unto this day.’ A little later the same
company of 600 armed Danites came to Laish, captured it, and
‘they called the name of the city Dan, after the name of Dan
their father’ (verse 29). So notice how these Danites left
their ‘serpent’s trail’ by the way—set up waymarks by which
they may be traced today.
“In the Hebrew, vowels were not written…Thus the word ‘Dan’ in

its English equivalent could be spelled, simply, ‘Dn.’ It
might be pronounced as ‘Dan,’ or ‘Den,’ or ‘Din,’ or ‘Don,’ or
‘Dun’—and still could be the same original Hebrew name.
“The tribe of Dan occupied two different districts in the Holy
Land before the Assyrian captivity. One colony lived on the
seacoast of Palestine. They were principally seamen, and it is
recorded Dan abode in ships (Judges 5:17).
When Assyria
captured Israel, these Danites struck out in their ships and
sailed west through the Mediterranean and north to Ireland.
Just before his death, Moses prophesied of Dan: ‘Dan is a
lion’s whelp: he shall leap from Bashan’ (Deut. 33:22). Along
the shores of the Mediterranean they left their trail in
‘Den,’ ‘Don,’ and ‘Din.’
“Irish annals and history show that the new settlers of
Ireland, at just this time, were the ‘Tuatha de Danaans,’
which means, translated, ‘Tribe of Dan.’…And in Ireland we
find they left these ‘waymarks’: Dans-Laugh, Dan-Sower, Dundalk, Dun-gloe, Din-gle, Dunsmor (meaning ‘more Dans’).
Moreover, the name Dunn in the Irish language means the same
as
Dan
in
the
judge.”http://www.ucgoc.com/bs2/54Judges17.htm

Hebrew:

“The
Serpent’s
Trail”
–The
Mysterious Tribe
of Dan
What happened to the Tribe of Dan? Why are they left out of

History reveals some
fascinating facts about the powerful tribe of Dan
and their perambulations and migrations in ancient
times, as well as where they are on the earth,
today !http://www.hope-of-israel.org/i000035a.htm
the

144,

000

of

Revelation?

Baron Edmond de Rothschild, buried in Israel at
Ramat Hanadiv
“At the southern end of Mount Carmel, between Zikhron Ya’akov
and Binyamina, lies Ramat Hanadiv, a natural gem dedicated to
the memory of Baron Edmond de Rothschild. Ramat Hanadiv’s
vision focuses on the creation of sustainable interactions
between man, nature and the environment.”
http://www.ramat-hanadiv.org.il/en/content/lobbypage/about-us

Tribe of Dan
The Lost Tribe of Dan is the modern Netherlands and all other
affiliated countries.
Key Prophecies: Jacob’s pronouncement over Dan is that he
would be the Judge of his brothers:
http://bibletribes.org/dan/introduction

Location of the Lost Tribes of
Israel
by Herman L. Hoeh
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/104838135/Location-of-the-Tribes-o
f-Israel_Hoeh

Herman Hoeh

Irish Ancestry in Mythology
Extracts from: Herman Hoeh, COMPENDIUM OF WORLD
HISTORY, CHAPTER EIGHTEEN.
http://www.britam.org/EireHoeh.html

The Lost Tribe of DAN…the Early Jewish
and Christian View of the Identity of the
Antichrist
(use with discernment and research for yourselves)
“. . .the snorting of his horses was heard from Dan.”
Jeremiah 8:16

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_tribe
ofdan.htm

KNOW YOUR ENEMY…THE ISRAELI SUPREME COURT built by the
Rothschild family
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGUnFeHvv3g&list=PLtSRC41AIovF
uTtGpeVepQlhuqh7YioRO&index=3

Know Your Enemy (Part 58 –
The Rothschild Era – 19th
Century Timeline)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJgJllXu6NQ&list=PLtSRC41AIovF
uTtGpeVepQlhuqh7YioRO&index=5

BLOWBACK: Haqqani Network
Trained By The C.I.A., Now
The Number One Threat To U.S.
Forces, just like Al-Qaeda
(aka Mujahadeen).
Haqqani Network, like the Mujahadeen (which later changed its
name to Al-Qaeda), was supported financially and militarily
by the U.S., starting under President Jimmy Carter. Guided by
National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, who holds the
same position 3 decades later under Barack Obama, the Carter
Doctrine provided U.S financial aid and the best military
training to these Muslim jihadists who were our “friends” in
order to “defeat” the Soviet Union. Now the Haqqani and AlQaeda are regarded as our “enemies” even though the U.S. is
STILL giving financial aid via military contracts in
Afghanistan which are then funneled through to the Haqqani
Network through their construction businesses. It gets even
worse. Not only did the SIGAR Inspector General John Sipko
call for this to stop immediately, he was VETOED by the
Pentagon. The links to explain all of this treasonous activity
are found below. To sum it up, the US has been and still is,
in bed with the HAQQANI NETWORK, Al-QAEDA, TALIBAN, etc, using
financial aid indirectly to known Haqqani Network businesses,
despite proof that the Haqqani was involved in scores of green
on blue attacks on U.S. and allied forces troops that resulted
in American military deaths. WE are slapping them with one
hand and handing them candy with the other…Albert Pike, author
of “Morals and Dogma” wrote a letter in 1871 that outlined 3
World Wars. Read it and then perhaps you can see that all of
the wars in the past few centuries were no accident but rather
a strategic plan for the elite’s ultimate goal of NWO. Out of

chaos…comes order

BLOWBACK: Haqqani Network
Trained By The C.I.A., Now
The Number One Threat To U.S.
Forces
An

in-depth

report

by

CNN

no

less….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8cemez8HzM

Afghan businessman accused of
channeling
aid
money
to
insurgency
(Reuters) – “U.S. inspectors are on the trail of a successful
Afghan businessman they believe has channeled millions of
dollars in aid to the al Qaeda-linked Haqqani network, one of
the deadliest insurgent groups in Afghanistan, but still has
donor-funded reconstruction contracts around the country.
The investigation, detailed in a trove of documents obtained
by Reuters, comes at a crucial time for Afghanistan and its
foreign allies, who have poured billions of dollars into
leaving behind a stable, viable state when most NATO-led
combat troops pull out next year.
Development aid to Afghanistan – approaching $100 billion
after 12 years of war – and the contractors who receive it are
being scrutinized by the U.S. Special Inspector General for
Afghan Reconstruction (SIGAR), with one case in particular
involving businessman Haji Khalil Zadran linked to the

Haqqanis.
“It makes absolutely no sense that individuals and entities
designated as supporting the insurgency could receive U.S.
contracts,” John Sopko, the chief of the U.S. watchdog agency,
told Reuters.
“If they get a contract not only do they get U.S. taxpayer
money, but they could gain access to U.S. personnel and
facilities, putting our troops at risk,” he said.
Zadran rejects the allegations, saying it is simply a case of
mistaken identity.
SIGAR believes Zadran’s case is one of dozens that show a
sinister side to the story of how endemic corruption, a charge
often leveled at President Hamid Karzai’s government, has
undermined efforts to stabilize Afghanistan.
Zadran left school to drive trucks and went on to build an
empire that has won more than $125 million in donor-funded
construction projects.
His fortune should reflect the potential for success in postwar Afghanistan. Instead, the SIGAR investigation paints a
picture of how aid has been siphoned off to maintain a web of
corruption,
violence
and
failure.”
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/22/us-afghanistan-fundi
ng-haqqanis-idUSBRE99L09F20131022

West
Point’s
Combating
Terrorism
Center:
“The Haqqani Nexus
and the Evolution of Al-Qa’ida.”
https://www.ctc.usma.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/CTC-Haqqan
i-Report_Rassler-Brown-Final_Web.pdf

AFGHANISTAN: U.S soldiers are
being slaughtered by Islamic
terror groups backed by U.S.
money
The United States has paid more
than $150 million to companies in
Afghanistan that are accused of
helping
to
finance
terrorist
attacks on American soldiers and
facilities,
according
to
the
Special Inspector General for
Afghanistan Reconstruction.
ABC News
(h/t bonampak) “It’s like the United
States government subsidizing the Taliban, al
Qaeda, the Haqqani network, those groups that are
trying to shoot and kill our soldiers,” said Sen.
Jeanne Shaheen, D-N.H., a member of the Senate’s
Armed Services and Foreign Relations committees,
in an interview to be broadcast tonight on ABC
News’ “World News with Diane Sawyer.”
http://www.barenakedislam.com/2013/11/12/afghanistan-u-s-soldi
ers-are-being-slaughtered-by-islamic-terror-groups-backed-byu-s-money/

Senator: US Soldiers Being
Killed
by
Terror
Groups
Backed With US Money
”
The United States has paid more than $150 million to companies
in Afghanistan that are accused of helping to finance
terrorist attacks on American soldiers and facilities,
according to the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction.
“It’s like the United States government subsidizing the
Taliban, al Qaeda, the Haqqani network, those groups that are
trying to shoot and kill our soldiers,” said Sen. Jeanne
Shaheen, D-N.H., a member of the Senate’s Armed Services and
Foreign Relations committees, in an interview to be broadcast
tonight on ABC News’ “World News with Diane Sawyer”.
A list of 43 companies in Afghanistan was compiled by the
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
(SIGAR) using data from both classified Pentagon investigative
reports and Commerce Department lists of terror-connected
companies.
RELATED Exclusive: US May Have Let ‘Dozens’ of Terrorists Into
Country as Refugees
Among them is a road construction company the U.S. says is
partly owned by a leader of the brutal Haqqani network, which
was blamed for an attack on the U.S. Embassy in Kabul that
claimed 16 lives in 2011.
The cover letter of a classified investigation by the U.S.
Army said there was evidence of a direct role of both the
company and its owners “in the facilitation and operation of

the Haqqani Network” and that “approximately $1-2 million per
month flow[s] to Haqqani Network to finance its activities.”
A representative of the company said it denies any ties to
terrorists and is contesting its inclusion on the U.S.
government lists. The representative suggested it might be a
case of mistaken identity.
But despite the broader findings, the Pentagon has resisted
permanently blocking the companies from getting more U.S.
contracts because, its lawyers say, it would violate the “due
process” of the companies which would not be able to see the
classified information that details their alleged ties to
terror groups.
“The reason they’ve given us is that it’s not fair to these
contractors that the evidence that we’ve presented, and this
is evidence collected by the United States government, is
classified,” John Sopko, Special Inspector General for
Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR), told ABC News. “That’s the
absurdity of it. We can probably attack them via drone on
Monday and we’ll issue them a contract on Tuesday.”
Sopko, along with U.S. commanders in the field and members of
Congress have all urged the Pentagon to take action, but to no
avail.
Sen. Shaheen was one of a bipartisan group of Senators that
sent a letter to the Army in late 2012 “expressing concern”
about a backlog at the Army’s Suspension and Debarment office,
noting the 43 cases involving alleged terrorist groups.
“We believe that these 43 cases deserve special attention from
the Army due to the nature of their allegations,” the letter
said, according to a copy posted on the website for Sen.
Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn.
The Pentagon had arranged for ABC News to interview Lt. Gen.
William Phillips of Army acquisition about the concerns, but

later canceled, his staff saying “they will be declining an
interview for some time in the foreseeable future.”
When ABC News appeared at the Pentagon office that handles the
debarment of contracts, the officer in charge said he was not
allowed to answer questions without permission.
“Well, there are certain regulations that have to be followed,
due process regulations,” he began, presumably referring to
the contract debarment process. “That gets into things that I
cannot discuss. In fact, I’m not allowed to talk to you unless
I have the permission of the Army so I’ll have to end this
interview at this time.”
In a statement to ABC News, the Army said it has “extensive
vendor vetting procedures to prevent the awarding of contracts
to such vendors.” It said most of the 43 companies were not
awarded any new contracts “as a result of measures currently
in place.”
“The

army

takes

seriously

any

allegations

of

improper

contractor activities and has vigorous processes to ensure
that those with whom we do business are not supporting the
insurgency or otherwise opposing U.S. and collation forces in
Afghanistan” the statement said.

Inspector General Sopko says the Army needs to permanently
block the companies from receiving any more U.S. taxpayer
money, given the seriousness of the information.
“I am a former prosecutor, I’ve seen the information and it
made my hair stand on end,” Sopko told ABC News.
In a quarterly report to Congress last July Sopko wrote, “I am
deeply troubled that the U.S. military can pursue, attack, and
even kill terrorists and their supporters, but that some in
the U.S. government believe we cannot prevent these same

people from receiving a government contract.”
“I feel such a position is not only legally wrong, it is
contrary to good public policy and contrary to our national
security
goals
in
Afghanistan,”
he
said.”http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/senator-us-soldiers-killed
-terror-groups-backed-us/story?id=20660114&singlePage=true

U.S.
Army
won’t
bar
contractors linked to Afghan
insurgents
says
watchdog
SIGAR
”
The U.S. Army has refused to bar 43 individuals or companies
from getting U.S. contracts in Afghanistan despite information
that they support the Taliban or other enemies of U.S. forces,
a government watchdog said on Tuesday.
John Sopko, the Special Inspector General for Afghan
Reconstruction (SIGAR), said he was concerned by the Army’s
refusal to follow his office’s recommendations to prevent
alleged supporters of the Taliban, the Haqqani network and al
Qaeda from getting or keeping U.S. government contracts.
“I am deeply troubled that the U.S. military can pursue,
attack and even kill terrorists and their supporters, but that
some in the U.S. government believe we cannot prevent these
same people from receiving a government contract,” Sopko wrote
in an introduction to his office’s quarterly report on the
U.S. reconstruction effort in Afghanistan.
The Haqqani Network is an Islamist insurgent group that
operates on both sides of the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.”

http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/thomson-reuters/130730
/us-army-wont-bar-contractors-linked-afghan-insurgentswatchdog

President
Jimmy
Carter’s
National
Security Advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski
visiting ‘his boy’, Osama Bin Laden, in
training with the Pakistan Army, 1981.
Photo originally published in Stern magazine. Photo credited
to the Sygma/Corbis agency, Paris.
http://www.canadafreepress.com/2006/cover053106.htm

Zbigniew
Brzezinski
Jihadists: Your cause
right!

to
is

Now he is Obama’s National Security Adviser… continuing what
he started under Jimmy Carter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJTv2nFjMBk

How
Jimmy
Carter
and
Started the Mujahideen

I

”
Interview with Zbginiew Brzezinksi
This is a SHORT interview with Zbigniew Brzezinski, Jimmy Carter’s
National Security Advisor, in a French newspaper in 1998. Under

Brzezinskiand Carter, the US supported the covert funding of the
Mujahideen, the Taliban’s Precedessor, and also, to a lesser degree,
Osama bin Laden.
A Shocking revelation:
1 . Brzezinski now admits that the US started funding the Mujahideen a
full six months before the Soviets invaded Afghanistan (the previous
justification for funding the Mujahideen was that it was to stop the
Soviets AFTER they had invaded Afghanistan);
2. The explicit purpose of funding the Mujahideen was to draw the
Soviets into Afghanistan so that they would get bogged down in a long,
un-winnable war — “their Vietnam”;
3. Brzezinski believes that funding the Mujahideen– even at the price
of unleashing Islamic fundamentalism (“some stirred-up Muslims”) as a
force throughout the Middle East and Central Asia — was well worth the
price of defeating the Soviet Union. Of course, he said all this a
full three years before the World Trade Center attack.”

http://topinfopost.com/2013/06/24/how-jimmy-carter-and-i-start
ed-the-mujahideen

THE DOUBLE GAME
The unintended consequences of American funding in Pakistan

Facts are stubborn things…
http://powradhwani.blogspot.com/2011/05/realization.html

A glance at the Pakistanbased Haqqani network
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/glance-pakistan-based-haqqani-n
etwork

Jalaluddin
Haqqani,
Once
CIA’s ‘Blue-Eyed Boy,’ Now
Top Scourge For U.S. In
Afghanistan
“The U.S.’s new public enemy No. 1 in Afghanistan is one of
its own making.
Ten years into the occupation of Afghanistan, American
officials describe the militia led by Jalaluddin Haqqani as
the country’s deadliest insurgent group, responsible for a
slew of particularly bold attacks, including the day-long
assault three weeks ago on the U.S. embassy in Kabul.
But Haqqani’s rise to power can be traced directly back to the
secret, multi-billion-dollar U.S. campaign to create a
radicalized and well-equipped army of Islamic jihadists —
known as the mujahideen — to lead a war against the Soviet
Union in Afghanistan in the 1980s.
Back then, when a top U.S. foreign policy goal was to bog the
invading Soviets down in Afghanistan, the ferocious Haqqani
was one of the CIA’s favorite commanders, showered with money
and shoulder-fired missiles and other weapons — and sent out
to repel the foreign occupiers.
“We facilitated his rise — we and the Saudis and Pakistani

intelligence,” said Steve Coll, author of “Ghost Wars: The
Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden, From the
Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001.”
“In Afghanistan, what goes around comes around is sort of the
lesson of the last 30 years,” he said.
Haqqani was admired for being particularly tough and ruthless.
“There was a bit of a racist attitude about the Afghans” among
the Saudi, Pakistani and U.S. intelligence services, Coll
said. Haqqani “was everybody’s idea of the noble savage.”
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/10/07/haqqani-network-afgha
nistan_n_987762.html

Hillary Clinton:
Qaeda”

“We Created Al-

In this video Hilary Clinton admits that the US government
created and funded Al-Qaeda in order to fight the soviet
union, and she even considers that as a good thing. But she
claims that the Americans are fighting Al-Qaeda nowadays. If
you really fighting Al-Qaeda, then who are the scums and
terrorists you used in order to topple the government of
Qaddafi in Libya… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqn0bm4E9yw

Admiral Mike Mullen is
covering for Hillary Clinton,
THAT IS WHY!!!!

Why Admiral Mullen is talking
tough with Pakistan over
Haqqani militants
“In an uncharacteristically blunt move, US Adm. Mike Mullen
said publicly that Pakistan had a ‘longstanding relationship’
with the Haqqani militant group. The US appears to be both
prodding Pakistan to finally root out militants in its border
region and attempting to set the parameters for Afghan peace
talks.
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2011/0421/Wh
y-Admiral-Mullen-is-talking-tough-with-Pakistan-over-Haqqanimilitants

Hillary Clinton blamed in
USAID memos outlining chaos
in Afghanistan aid
Despite waiver, reviews find U.S. money
at risk
In internal government documents with potential repercussions
for the 2016 presidential election, top officials at the U.S.
Agency for International Development repeatedly cited former
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton for setting into
motion a policy to waive restrictions on who could receive
U.S. aid in Afghanistan, resulting in millions of dollars in
U.S. funds going directly into the coffers of Afghan
ministries known to be rife with corruption.
References to Mrs. Clinton’s role in the policy first appeared

in a November 2012 USAID action memo, which outlined how U.S.
officials made a “strategic foreign-assistance decision” two
years earlier to provide “at least 50 percent of U.S.
Government assistance directly to the” Afghan government.

The decision was “reaffirmed by Secretary of State Clinton” in
July 2010, according to the memo, which highlighted her
actions as justification for why USAID should waive an
internal policy that otherwise would have required the agency
to first assess the risk that such “direct assistance” might
be
lost
to
fraud,
waste
or
outright
theft.”
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/apr/20/usaid-document
s-cite-hillary-clinton-in-chaos-of-a/?page=all

Special Inspector General
‘Deeply Disturbed’ Army Won’t
Suspend
Contracts
With
Companies
Suspected
of
Supporting Terrorism
“The Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction
(SIGAR) said in his recent quarterly report to Congress that
he is “deeply disturbed” that the United States Army has
chosen not to suspend its contracts with 43 companies
suspected of supporting terrorism in order to protect their
“due process rights.”
“I am deeply troubled that the U.S. military can pursue,
attack, and even kill terrorists and their supporters, but
that some in the U.S. government believe we cannot prevent
these same people from receiving a government contract,” John
F. Sopko, an Obama appointee, wrote.

Read the complete passage below:
In conclusion, I would also like to reiterate the concerns I
raised in our last report about the Army’s refusal to act on
SIGAR’s recommendations to prevent supporters of the
insurgency, including supporters of the Taliban, the Haqqani
network, and al-Qaeda, from receiving government contracts.
SIGAR referred 43 such cases to the Army recommending
suspension and debarment, based on detailed supporting
information demonstrating that these individuals and
companies are providing material support to the insurgency in
Afghanistan. But the Army rejected all 43 cases. The Army
Suspension and Debarment Office appears to believe that
suspension or debarment of these individuals and companies
would be a violation of their due process rights if based on
classified information or if based on findings by the
Department of Commerce.
I am deeply troubled that the U.S. military can pursue,
attack, and even kill terrorists and their supporters, but
that some in the U.S. government believe we cannot prevent
these same people from receiving a government contract. I
feel such a position is not only legally wrong, it is
contrary to good public policy and contrary to our national
security goals in Afghanistan. I continue to urge you to
change this faulty policy and enforce the rule of common
sense in the Army’s suspension and debarment program.
[Emphasis added]
According to Reuters, SIGAR didn’t name the companies in
question, but said that more than $150 million is “involved.”
A U.S. Army spokesperson has commented: ”The Army Procurement
Fraud Branch did receive and review the 43 recommendations
late last year, but the report did not include enough
supporting evidence to initiate suspension and debarment under
Federal Acquisition Regulations.”

http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2013/08/05/special-inspector-g
eneral-deeply-disturbed-army-wont-suspend-contracts-withcompanies-suspected-of-supporting-terrorism/#

Haqqani
network
is
a
terrorist body, announces
Hillary Clinton
Afghan rebels allied to Taliban branded biggest threat to USNato forces and put under sanctions (SEPT 7, 2012)
“The Obama administration on Friday declared the insurgent
Haqqani network a terrorist body, a move that could undermine
Afghan peace efforts and test fragile relations between the US
and Pakistan.
The secretary of state, Hillary Rodham Clinton, said she had
notified Congress of her decision. The notification will ban
Americans from doing any business with members of the
Pakistan-based militant group and blocks any assets it holds
in the US.
In a statement she said: “We also continue our robust campaign
of diplomatic, military, and intelligence pressure on the
network, demonstrating the US’ resolve to degrade the
organisation’s ability to execute violent attacks.”
Enraged by a string of high-profile attacks on American and
Nato troops, Congress gave Clinton a Sunday deadline to
deliver a report on whether the Haqqanis should be designated
and all of the group’s members subjected to US financial
sanctions.
Clinton’s decision comes amid numerous disagreements in the
administration about the wisdom of the designation.”
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/sep/07/haqqani-network-t

errorist-hillary-clinton

FBI: Most Wanted • Seeking
Terror
Information
•
SIRAJUDDIN HAQQANI
We negotiated the release of deserter Bowe Bergdahl despite
the leader of the Haqqani Network, his hosts for 5 years,
being
on
the
FBI’s
Terror
Watch
List.
http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/terrorinfo/sirajuddin-haqqani/view

“Pawns in the Game: A Satanic
conspiracy to control the
world”
BY WILLIAM GUY CARR
“First printed in 1954, “Pawns in the Game” is the best
single work available on the evil conspiracy that has been
responsible for the devastating wars and continuing conflicts
of the past century, and which is now close to its ultimate
goal of total world domination through a dictatorial One World
Government.
Pawns

in

the

Game

is

written

by

William

Guy

Carr

(1895-1959), a noted author who had a distinguished career as
a Canadian naval officer, including outstanding service during
World War II. The book begins as follows:…
In 1834 the Italian revolutionary leader Gussepi Mazzini
(see picture) was selected by the Illuminati to be director of
their revolutionary programme throughout the world. He held
this post until he died in 1872.
In 1840, General Albert Pike was brought under the influence
of Mazzini because he became a disgruntled officer when U.S.
President Jefferson Davis disbanded his auxiliary Indian
troops on the grounds they had committed atrocities under the
cloak of legitimate warfare. Pike accepted the idea of a one
world government and ultimately became head of the Luciferian
Priesthood. Between 1859, and 1871, he worked out the details
of a military blue-print, for three world wars, and three
major revolutions which he considered would further the
conspiracy to its final stage during the twentieth century.

The plan for three world wars
Most of his work was done in the 13 room mansion, he built
in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1840. When the Illuminati, and
the lodges of the Grand Orient, became suspect, because of
Mazzini’s revolutionary activities in Europe, Pike organized
the New and Reformed Palladian Rite. He established three
supreme councils; one in Charleston, S.C., another in Rome,
Italy and another in Berlin, Germany. He had Mazzini establish
twenty three subordinate councils in strategic locations
throughout the world. These have been the secret headquarters
of the world revolutionary movement ever since. Long before
Marconi invented wireless (radio), the scientists who were of
the Illuminati had made it possible for Pike and the Heads of
his councils to communicate secretly. It was the discovery of
this secret that enabled intelligence officers to understand
how apparently unrelated ‘incidents’ took place simultaneously
throughout the world which aggravated a situation and
developed into a war or revolution.

Albert Pike

Pike’s plan was as simple as it has proved effective. He
required that Communism, Naziism, Political Zionism, and other
International movements be organized and used to foment the
three global wars and three major revolutions. The first world
war was to be fought so as to enable the Illuminati to
overthrow the powers of the Tzars in Russia and turn that
country into the stronghold of Atheistic-Communism. The
differences stirred up by agentur of the Illuminati between
the British and German Empires were to be used to foment this
war. After the war ended, Communism was to be built up and
used to destroy other governments and weaken religions.
World War Two was to be fomented by using the differences
between Fascists and Political Zionists. This war was to be
fought so that Naziism would be destroyed and the power of
Political Zionism increased so that the sovereign state of
Israel could be established in Palestine. During world war two
International Communism was to be built up until it equalled
in strength that of united Christendom. At this point it was
to be contained and kept in check until required for the final
social cataclysm. Can any informed person deny Roosevelt and
Churchill did not put this policy into effect ?
World War Three is to be fomented by using the differences
the agentur of the Illuminati stir up between Political
Zionists and the leaders of the Moslem world. The war is to be
directed in such a manner that Islam (the Arab World including
Mohammedanism) and Political Zionism (including the State of

Israel) will destroy themselves while at the same time the
remaining nations, once more divided against each other on
this issue, will be forced to fight themselves into a state of
complete exhaustion physically, mentally, spiritually and
economically. Can any unbiased and reasoning person deny that
the intrigue now going on in the Near, Middle, and Far East
isn’t designed to accomplish this devilish purpose?
On August 15, 1871, Pike told Mazzini that after World War
Three is ended, those who aspire to undisputed world
domination will provoke the greatest social cataclysm the
world has ever known. We quote his own written words (taken
from the letter catalogued in the British Museum Library,
London, England):
“We shall unleash the Nihilists and Atheists, and we shall
provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its horror
will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute
atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil.
Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves
against the world minority of revolutionaries, will
exterminate those destroyers of civilization, and the
multitude, disillusioned with Christianity, whose deistic
spirits will be from that moment without compass (direction),
anxious for an ideal, but without knowing where to render its
adoration, will receive the true light through the universal
manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer brought finally
out in the public view, a manifestation which will result from
the general reactionary movement which will follow the
destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered and
exterminated at the same time.”
When Mazzini died in 1872, Pike made another Italian
revolutionary leader, named Adriano Lemmi, his successor.
Lemmi was later succeeded by Lenin and Trotsky. The
revolutionary activities of all these men were financed by
British, French, German, and American international bankers.
The reader must remember that the International Bankers of
today, like the Money-Changers of Christ’s day, are only tools

or agents of the Illuminati.”
http://jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/pawns_in_th
e_game.htm

“On War”
Carl
von

by
General
Clausewitz

Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831)
book On War (published posthumously in Prussia as Vom Kriege
in 1832), was adopted as a key text at the Naval War College
in 1976, the Air War College in 1978, and the Army War College
in 1981. It has always been central at the U.S. Army’s School
for Advanced Military Studies at Leavenworth (founded in
1983). The U.S. Marine Corps’s
field manual FMFM 1:
Warfighting (1989) was “essentially a distillation of On War
(with a heavy maneuverist flavoring from Sun Tzu)”and the more
recent Marine Corps Doctrinal Publications (MCDPs, c.1997)
equally reflect many of Clausewitz’s basic concepts.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/219196742/Clausewitz-On-War-pdf

Elite Oligarchy Plans for NWO
Have Been in Place Since "The
Fall" of Lucifer
WARS…think the Ukraine conflict “just happened” like the socalled “Arab
oligarchy.

Spring”?

These

are

orchestrated

by

elite

ALBERT PIKE, a Freemason, described in a letter he wrote to
Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871. This letter graphically
outlined plans for 3 WORLD WARS that were seen as necessary to
bring about the One World Order. Albert Pike’s 1871 Plan For
The Three World Wars
In 1871 Albert Pike envisioned three World Wars to be followed
by an unparalleled economic disaster. Pike’s plans have come
to fruition, shockingly ‘on target’. Who is Pike and perhaps
more importantly who backed Pike?
Saul Alinsky was mentor to many radicals, including Obama and
Hillary. WHO FOLLOWS A MAN WITH A BOOK DEDICATION TO LUCIFER?
People who want to bring Satan’s kingdom, that is who! Call
them Socialists, Communists, Marxists, Luciferians,
Illuminati, Zionists, etc. THEY ARE ALL PLAYING ON THE SAME
TEAM!
http://fellowshipoftheminds.com/2011/05/10/obamas-mentor-saul-alinsky-was-a-luciferian/
ALBERT PIKE, a Freemason, described in a letter he wrote to
Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871. This letter graphically
outlined plans for 3 WORLD WARS that were seen as necessary to
bring about the One World Order. Albert Pike’s 1871 Plan For
The Three World Wars
In 1871 Albert Pike envisioned three World Wars to be followed
by an unparalleled economic disaster. Pike’s plans have come
to fruition, shockingly ‘on target’. Who is Pike and perhaps
more importantly who backed Pike?

Albert Pike’s letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871:
“The First World War must be brought about in order to permit
the Illuminati to overthrow the power of the Czars in Russia
and of making that country a fortress of atheistic Communism.
The divergences caused by the “agentur” (agents) of the
Illuminati between the British and Germanic Empires will be
used to foment this war. At the end of the war, Communism will
be built and used in order to destroy the other governments
and in order to weaken the religions.”
“The Second World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences between the Fascists and the political
Zionists. This war must be brought about so that Nazism is
destroyed and that the political Zionism be strong enough to
institute a sovereign state of Israel in Palestine. During the
Second World War, International Communism must become strong
enough in order to balance Christendom, which would be then
restrained and held in check until the time when we would need
it for the final social cataclysm.”
“The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences caused by the “agentur” of the “Illuminati”
between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic
World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the
Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State of
Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other
nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained
to fight to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual
and economical exhaustion…We shall unleash the Nihilists and
the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social
cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the
nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and
of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens,
obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of
revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of
civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with
Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be
without compass or direction, anxious for an ideal, but

without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive
the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure
doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view.
This manifestation will result from the general reactionary
movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and
atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time.”
http://www.libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm
MORALS AND DOGMA…BY ALBERT PIKE
http://www.hermetics.org/pdf/masonry/Albert_Pike_-_Morals_and_Dogma.pdf
MORALS and DOGMA by ALBERT PIKE
Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry , prepared for the Supreme Council of the Thirty
Third Degree for the Southern Jurisdiction of the United
States: Charleston, 1871.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/morals_dogma/apike.htm
Pawns in the Game
A Satanic conspiracy
to control the world
First printed in 1954, “Pawns in the Game” is the best single
work available on the evil conspiracy that has been
responsible for the devastating wars and continuing conflicts
of the past century, and which is now close to its ultimate
goal of total world domination through a dictatorial One World
Government.
Pawns in the Game is written by William Guy Carr (1895-1959),
a noted author who had a distinguished career as a Canadian
naval officer, including outstanding service during World War
II. The book begins as follows:
William Guy Carr

“Here is a TRUE story of international intrigue, romance,
corruption, graft, and political assassinations, the like of
which has never been written before. It is the story of how
different groups or atheistic-materialistic men have played in
an international chess tournament to decide which group would
win ultimate control of the wealth, natural resources, and
man-power of the entire world. It is explained how the game
has reached the final stage. The lnternational Communists, and
the International Capitalists, (both of whom have totalitarian
ambitions) have temporarily joined hands to defeat Christiandemocracy.
“The cover design shows that all moves made by the
International Conspirators are directed by Satan and while the
situation is decidedly serious it is definitely not hopeless.
The solution is to end the game the International Conspirators
have been playing right now before one or another
totalitarian-minded group impose their ideas on the rest of
mankind. The story is sensational and shocking, but it is
educational because it is the TRUTH. The author offers
practical solutions to problems so many people consider
insoluble.”
Here are excerpts from the introduction of this book. We may
publish excerpts from other chapters in the future.
http://www.michaeljournal.org/pawns.asp
John Robison’s book “PROOF OF A CONSPIRACY AGAINST ALL THE
RELIGIONS AND GOVERNMENTS OF EUROPE, CARRIED ON IN THE SECRET
MEETINGS OF
FREE MASONS, ILLUMINATI, AND READING SOCIETIES,COLLECTED FROM
GOOD AUTHORITIES”
BY JOHN ROBISON, A. M.
PROFESSOR OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, AND SECRETARY TO THE ROYAL
SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH [1798]
http://www.scribd.com/doc/64171463/Joh-Robison-Proofs-of-a-Conspiracy

